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To vote for a candidate, fill in the oval to the right of the candidate’s name. To vote for a person not on the ballot, write the person’s name and residence in the blank space provided and fill in the oval.

GOVERNOR

Vote for ONE

SONIA ROSA CHANG-DÍAZ  2 Beacon Ter, Boston  

MAURA HEALEY  17 Savin St, Boston  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

LIETENANT GOVERNOR

Vote for ONE

KIMBERLEY DRISCOLL  15 Grove Ave, Salem  

TAMI GOUVEIA  12 King St, Fitchburg  

ERIC P. LESSER  41 Davis Rd, Longmeadow  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

ATTORNEY GENERAL

Vote for ONE

ANDREA JOY CAMPBELL  27 Government St, Boston  

SHANNON ERIKA LIS-BROWN  142 Walnut St, Brookline  

QUENTIN PALFREY  603 Boston Post Rd, Westport  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

SECRETARY OF STATE

Vote for ONE

WILLIAM FRANCIS GALVIN  40 State St, Boston  

TANISHA M. SULLIVAN  15 Milton Ave, Boston  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

TREASURER

Vote for ONE

DEBORAH B. GOLDBERG  171 High St, Brookline  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

AUDITOR

Vote for ONE

CHRISTOPHER S. DEMPSEY  597 Main St, Brockton  

DIANA DIZGOGLO  54 Oliver St, Methuen  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

Vote for ONE

BILL KEATING  18 Branwood Ln, Bourne  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

COUNCILLOR

Vote for ONE

JOSEPH C. FERREIRA  268 Seaview Ave, Swampscott  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT

Vote for ONE

JOSEPHINE C. MILLER  500 Washington St, Brockton  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Vote for ONE

ROBERT JOSEPH GALIBOS  E.F. Pogue, Narragansett  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

SHERIFF

Vote for ONE

DONNA D. BUCKLEY  504 South Rd, Falmouth  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY

COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Vote for ONE

RONALD J. BERGSTROM  1347 Old Quecut Ave, Chatham  

DO NOT VOTE IN THIS SPACE.

USE BLANK LINE BELOW FOR WRITE-IN.

WRITE-IN SPACE ONLY